Machined surface representation
To determine the grooves' width and depth, a routine was written in Mathematica® to read a profile (one of the transversal profiles shown in Figure 5a of the article) and perform these steps: 2. Select a number of points around each peak, reaching its base (green points, Figure  S .2a), and subtract the minimum height value from all points;
3. Calculate the depth, center and width for each groove, from the selected points for each peak. The groove depth is the peak height; its center is given by the point's first moment and its full width is 2 √ , with being its second moment. These moments were calculated according to equations (3) and (4) of the article using summations replacing the integrals. Each graph in Figure S .2b indicates the groove first moment by a red line and limits its full width by 2 orange lines with their values displayed. 
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